Choose Your Gift
For those who donate at the Bronze level ($50) or above,
the Historical Society of Michigan will send you your choice* of one
of the five FREE books listed below as a token of our appreciation!
Community in Conflict discusses the 1913-1914 Michigan Copper Strike and the Italian
Hall Tragedy, focusing primarily on the thousands of mine workers who were responsible
for the industry’s prosperity. This paperback gives readers a better understanding of the
workers’ struggles to receive recognition. Michigan State University Press
Featuring stories that cover social, cultural, political, and military subjects, the paperback
Insider Histories of the Vietnam Era Underground Press, Part 1 provides an
illuminating look at underground newspapers that spread through the world during the
counterculture era of the 1960s and 1970s. Michigan State University Press
Rethinking Michigan Indian History is filled with activities that explore the history and
culture of the Chippewa, Ottawa, and Potawatomi, along with the 12 federally
recognized tribes of Michigan. This hardcover book also examines the narrow focus and
distorted thinking in regard to Native-American history. Michigan State University Press
Read the histories of 160-plus lighthouses that still exist on Lakes Erie, Huron, Michigan,
and Superior, along with the Straits of Mackinac, in The Northern Lights: Lighthouses
of the Upper Great Lakes. This hardcover book captures the beauty of lighthouses on
the Great Lakes and the rich maritime history of the region. Wayne State University Press
Even in the midst of the Civil War, life went on—and American families needed to put
food on the table. Food in the Civil War Era: The North blends recipes and history into
a hardcover book and offers readers a glimpse into the daily lives and the ways of cooking
and eating of those in the North during the war. Michigan State University Press

For those who donate $190 or above, you will receive a FREE “Barcus Map” poster OR
the book Frontier Metropolis IN ADDITION to your book choice from the above list.
Frontier Metropolis: Picturing Early Detroit, 1701-1838 uses maps, plans, and
images to show the evolution of Detroit and its community life over its first 137
years. This large-format hardcover book takes a unique look at the city’s diverse
heritage and depicts Detroit’s growth from agricultural community and trading
post to industrial giant. Wayne State University Press
In 1952, the Historical Society of Michigan published and copyrighted a
“Historic Michigan Map” drawn by Frank Barcus. This beautiful and
intricate historic map from our archives has been reprinted and features an
updated version of our seal. At 24" by 24", the Barcus Map is the perfect size
to adorn any wall, and every time you look at it, you see something new!

Why did we choose the number 190 for a donation level? This year, the Historical
Society of Michigan celebrated its 190th birthday! HSM was founded on
June 23, 1828, to preserve and promote Michigan’s history. And we are still doing
that to this day thanks to the support of our members and donors.

Thank you for your support!
*Please list your first, second, and third choices for a book on the enclosed insert, and return it with your donation. Books are on a first-come,
first-served basis and have limited quantities. To increase your chances of receiving your favorite book, send in your donation today!

